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Problem 15. Biological clock

Flowers have their own rhythm and 
timings based on their own biological 
clocks. Investigate what happens when 
this cycle is disrupted.

Task partially fulfilled.



Overview

Theory
Experiment
Results
Agreement between theory and experiment -
Conclusions – not presented

Green = very good
Yellow = average 
Red = needs improvement



Reporter

1. Explained theoretically flowers movement
2. Described the photonasty really well
3. Tried with both daylight flowers and 

nocturnal ones BUT didn’t compare the 
results

4. Introduced some of the factors that influence 
the biological clock of the flowers used

5. Many pictures of the experiment 
6. Mentioned possible errors

1. No quantitive predictions from the theory or 
comparison with literature

2. Didn’t explain the experimental procedure – type 
of soil, lamp used, temperature measurements 
number of experiments done

3. Didn’t vary the relevant parameters - temperature
4. Not enough results or conclusions drawn from 

theory
5. Unclear results presentation and didn’t give an 

explanation for the exception in the results
6. Didn’t analyze the results obtained – how do they 

relate to the theoretical prediction
7. Gaps in the experiment (graphs)



Opponent

1. Noticed the lack of explanation of 
the experimental procedure

2. Noticed the effect of hormones –
uninvestigated parameters

3. Mentioned the lack of agreement 
with the experimental data with 
the model

1. Tried to talk about other 
organisms' circadian rhythms with 
IS NOT part of the problem that 
the reporter is investigating

2. Didn’t push the question about the 
lack of theory and experimetn



Discussion

1. The discussion was kept 
as a dialog

2. They discussed most of 
the relevant missed 
points in  the report

1. The question for the 
experimental procedure 
was not pushed enough

2. The lack of comparison 
with theory was not noted



Discussion topics 

What factors effect the circadian rhythms?
Reporter – mentioned light and temperature

Opponent – humidity and hormones also have effect

Our opinion – agree with opponent

Varying the temperature was necessary
Reporter – no need to vary it

Opponent – it is crucial to vary it

Our opinion – agree with opponent


